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5.. CONSISTENCY OF THE ABILITY TO MAINTAIN OVERVIEW 

Ass was outlined in chapter 2, individual differences were distinguished as a second factor that 
mightt influence ability to maintain overview in a complex environment. Since a few studies 
noticedd that some individuals are better at complex task performance than others (e.g. 
Bainbridge,, 1974; Kerstholt & Passenier, 2000), this dissertation hypothesises that some 
individualss are better than others at maintaining overview. Complex performances, such as 
'overvieww maintenance', consist of a number of different subtasks that might depend on the 
particularr environment in which the operator is performing. This might have consequences for 
thee specific requirements and the consistency of the ability to maintain overview in different 
situations. . 

Too examine these issues, this chapter examined in two experiments (Experiments VI and 
VII )) the individual consistency of overview maintenance over different situations and 
performancee contexts. Individual consistency in the specific tendency to experience attention 
narrowingg or overview loss would offer prospects for selecting personnel for complex man-
machinee systems on this feature. 

5.1.. EXPERIMENT VI: OVERVIEW CONSISTENCY OVER PERFORMANCE CONTEXT 

AA few studies have provided evidence that some individuals are better than others at 
frequentlyy monitoring all relevant information sources in man-machine settings (Bainbridge, 
1974;; Kerstholt & Passenier, 2000). However, there is no empirical evidence of the 
consistencyy of these differences over situations, contexts, and task paradigms, and thus for 
overvieww maintenance as a specific, situation-independent ability. The sub-abilities that are 
requiredd to maintain overview may depend on the characteristics of the operator's task. If 
consistentt ability to maintain overview would exist, individuals should at least be able to 
maintainn overview to a similar extent in situations with similar task paradigms. 

Thee present experiment examined whether individuals showed consistent ability to 
maintainn overview in a particular task paradigm that was applied in different contexts. More 
specifically,, the experiment examined whether the ability to maintain overview in a lab task 
(computerisedd test) was valid for similar (simulated) real-life situations. In both contexts, 
operatorss had to attend a primary information source in time, which was sometimes 
accompaniedd by a second information source that had the potential to distract the operator 
fromm attending other relevant information sources in time. 

5.1.1.. The experiment 

Thee experiment consisted of two tests: the computerised test Space Station, and a specially 
developedd test (SIM I) on a high-fidelity bridge simulator. In both tests, operators had the task 
too frequently pay attention to a primary information source while they managed problems or 
incidentss as a secondary task. If operators would become engaged with problem management, 
theirr attention range would narrow, resulting in failure to attend the primary information 
sourcee in time. In this way, both tests made an appeal on the (supposed) ability to maintain 
overview.. The main characteristic that differed between both tests was the context of the man-
machinee setting in which the operator performed. In Space Station, operators performed in a 
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5.. Consistency of the ability to maintain overview 

generalisedd man-machine setting, while in SIM I, operators performed in a realistic and 
complexx ship's bridge simulator. 

Thee expectation was to find a positive relation between individual's ability to maintain 
overvieww in the computerised test and the bridge-simulator test. A positive relation between 
bothh tests would be evidence that some individuals are naturally better at maintaining 
overvieww than others, at least when performance paradigms are similar. Furthermore, this 
evidencee and the finding of computerised test behaviour being valid for behaviour in a 
realisticc setting would offer prospects for selection of operators on overview maintenance 
abilityy with simple tests like Space Station. 

5.1.2.. Method 

5.1.2.1.5.1.2.1. Participants 

Thirty-twoo experienced watch officers of the Royal Netherlands Navy (27 males, 5 females) 
participatedd in the experiment. Their age ranged from 23 to 33 years. All participants 
participatedd in experiments I and III . Eighteen participants were watch officer on board 
frigates,, minehunters or provision vessels. The other 14 participants had a higher function and 
weree operations officer or air defence officer, of which 12 were trainee. All operators 
participatedd voluntarily. 

5.1.2.2.5.1.2.2. Design 

Participantss performed two tests: the computerised test Space Station, and the bridge-
simulatorr test SIM I. The tests were administrated in (nearly) counterbalanced order: 14 
officerss first participated in Space Station and later in SIM I, the other 18 participated in a 
reversedd order. 

5.1.2.3.5.1.2.3. Tests: Space Station and SIM I 

Thiss experiment used the computerised Space Station test (Experiment I, Chapter 3) and the 
bridgee simulator test SIM I (Experiment III, Chapter 4). 

5.1.2.4.5.1.2.4. Apparatus 

Spacee Station was administered in a classroom equipped with PCs. Since participants had to 
performm the test individually, they wore ear protectors and were separated from their 
colleaguess by partition screens. All actions were performed with the mouse of the PC. 

SIMM I was performed on the primary bridge simulator of the Royal Netherlands Naval 
Collegee (Appendix III) . All navigation equipment was available, except for radar. 

5.1.2.5.5.1.2.5. Procedure 

Beforee Space Station started, participants practised the test. 
Beforee the start of SIM I, participants read the instructions of the test and oriented 

themselvess by using the chart of the sailing area. 
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5.1.2.6.5.1.2.6. Dependent measures 

Inn Space Station, overview loss was measured as a fuel tank explosion since this was the result 
off  failure to attend the primary information source in time due to preoccupation with 
secondaryy problem solving. A second measure of overview loss, which took performance on 
bothh tasks into account, was an integrated score of problem-solving performance and fuel tank 
explosions.explosions. Participants who caused a fuel tank explosion got a negative score that was equal 
too the number of fuel tank explosions. Participants who did not cause a fuel tank explosion got 
aa positive score that was equal to the number of problems solved. This way of scoring resulted 
inn higher scores for participants who had performed both tasks well (i.e. solved problems and 
attendd the primary information source in time) and lower scores for participants who had 
failedd to attend the primary task in time due to preoccupation with problem solving. More 
detailedd performance measures were available from the frequency of task-window alternation, 
uninterruptedd inspection duration of the secondary problem-solving window, and the 
percentagee of time one of the task windows was selected. 

Inn SIM I, overview loss was measured as buoyage crossing (steering outside the fairway, 
whichh was marked with buoys) since this was interpreted as the result of failure to attend the 
navigationn situation in time due to preoccupation with managing incidents. Combined with 
thee number of incident-related errors, a second, more integrated measure was the sum of the 
numbernumber of buoyage crossings and small incident-related errors made during managing 
incidentss on the bridge. 

5.1.3.. Results 

5.1.3.1.5.1.3.1. Performance in a computerised environment: Space Station 

Inn Space Station, 13 participants (41%) failed to attend the primary information source in time 
andd caused a fuel tank explosion during managing problems. Two of them even caused an 
explosionn twice. Another participant caused a second explosion because he did not perform 
thee test seriously. As this explosion occurred at the end of the test and the rest of his 
performancee was normal, this explosion was ignored. 

Fourr participants (13%) did not manage to solve any machine problem in the Space 
Stationn test. Of the participants who succeeded in problem solving, 7 participants (22%) 
solvedd both problems, the other 21 participants solved only one problem. 

Combiningg the performance on the primary and secondary task, 7 participants solved all 
problemss without a fuel tank explosion (score = 2); 12 others (38%) solved one problem 
withoutt a fuel tank explosion (score = 1). All participants who managed to attend the primary 
taskk in time solved at least one problem. This means that no participant got a score of 0. Ten 
participantss (32%) solved problems but had caused one explosion due to preoccupation with 
problemm solving (score = -1), 3 others (9%) even caused two explosions in this way (score = -2). 

5.1.3.2.5.1.3.2. Performance in a realistic ship's bridge environment: SIM 1 

Inn SIM I, 13 participants (41%) did not manage to sail between the buoyage. Nine of them 
steeredd outside the buoyage once, two twice, and another two even crossed the buoyage three 
times. . 
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5.. Consistency of the ability to maintain overview 

Participantss made minimal two and maximal 8 incident-related errors in SIM I (m = .52, 

SDD = .23). 

Thee combined score of incident-related errors and crossing the buoyage resulted in a 

scoree between 1 (only one error during SIM I) and 9 (the maximum amount of errors that were 

madee during SIM I) (m = .59 , SD = .27). 

5.1.3.3.5.1.3.3. Individual consistency of overview maintenance 

Basedd on the number of fuel tank explosions, Space Station correctly classified 69% of the 

participantss on ability to maintain overview (and maintain the ship between the buoyage) in 

thee realistic environment of SIM I (Table 14). Individual consistency of overview 

maintenancee ability in Space Station and SIM I was tested with x -analysis. Most participants 

showedd consistent ability to maintain overview in both tests (x2<n =3.970, p < .05). 

TableTable 14: Number and percentages of participants who caused one or more fuel tank 
explosion,explosion, or prevented an explosion from occurring in Space Station combined with the 
numbernumber and percentages of participants who crossed the buoyage once or more, or 
maintainedmaintained in the fairway in SIM I. 

SIMSIM I/Space Station 

Buoyagee crossings 
0 0 

1< < 
Total l 

Explosions s 
00 1< 

14(44%)14(44%) 5(16%) 
5(16%)) 8(25%) 
19(59%)) 13(41%) 

Total l 
199 (59%) 
133 (41%) 

32(100%) ) 

Theree was no relationship between the overall performance score in Space Station and the 

overalll  error score in SIM I (r = . 147 > . 10). 

5.1.3.4.5.1.3.4. Individual differences in relation to overview maintenance ability 

Too compare the SIM I performance of participants who performed well and participants who 

performedd poorly in Space Station, two groups were constructed. The poorly performing 

participantss in Space Station (n = 13) had at least caused one explosion (negative Space 

Stationn overall performance score); participants who performed well in Space Station (n = 19) 

causedd no explosion and solved at least one problem (positive Space Station overall 

performancee score). 

ANOVAA showed that participants who performed well in Space Station crossed the 

buoyagee less often in SIM I than poorly performing participants (F( i. 31 > = 8.241, p < .01; Table 

15).. Participants who performed well during Space Station showed a tendency to make more 

incident-relatedd errors in SIM I than participants who performed poorly in Space Station (F(i . 

3i)) = 3.631, p < .075; Table 15). The overall performance or error score in SIM I did not differ 

betweenn the group of well and poorly performing participants in Space Station (F(i , 30) < 1). 
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TableTable IS: Buoyage crossing, incident-related errors, and overall error score in SIM I of 
participantsparticipants who performed well during the Space Station test (no explosion and at least one 
problemproblem solved, n = 19), and poorly performing participants (at least one explosion, n = 13). 

SIMSIM I/Space Station 

Spacee Station performance 

Poorr performers 
Welll  performers 

Total l 

SIMM I performance 

Buoyagee Incident-related Overall error 
crossingg errors score 

1.088 (1.12) .43 (.20) .56 (.30) 
.266 (.45) .59 (.24) .62 (.25) 
.599 (.87) .52 (.23) .59 (.27) 

Thee two concordant groups (the groups of participants who managed or failed to maintain 

overvieww in both tests; Table 14) were compared in order to examine possible differences in 

otherr performance-related measures. ANOVA analysis revealed that participants who 

managedd to maintain overview in both tests solved more problems in Space Station (F(] , 21 > = 

9.393,, p < .01) and also had a higher overall performance score compared to the participants 

whoo performed poorly in both tests (F(] , 211
 = 150.253, p < .001; Table 16a). There were no 

differencess between the participants who maintained overview in both tests and participants 

whoo failed to do so in a) the frequency of self-initiated task-window alternation (F(i , 21) < 1), 

b)) uninterrupted problem-solving window inspection (F(i, 21) < 1), and c) the percentage of 

timee one of the task-windows was selected (F, 1,21) = 1.092, p > .10; Table 16a). 

TableTable 16a: Comparison of Space Station performance between participants who managed to 
maintainmaintain overview in both tests (n = 14) and participants who failed to maintain overview in 
bothboth tests (n = 8). 

SIMI/ SIMI/ 
SpaceSpace Station 

Concordantt groups 

Success s 
Failure e 
Total l 

Problems s 
solved d 

1.299 (.47) 
.633 (.52) 
1.055 (.58) 

Overall l 
score e 

1.299 (.47) 
-1.255 (.46) 
.36(1.33) ) 

Spacee Station 

Alternation n 
frequency y 

3.82(1.31) ) 
3.40(1.72) ) 
3.67(1.44) ) 

Durationn of 
continuous s 

problemm solving 

26.10(11.85) ) 
29.633 (8.59) 
27.38(10.70) ) 

Timee % of 
problem-solving g 

selection n 
70.6%% (8.1) 
67.0%% (7.7) 
69.3%% (8.0) 

TableTable 16b: Comparison of SIM I performance between participants who managed to maintain 
overviewoverview in both tests (n = 14) and participants who failed to maintain overview in both 
teststests (n - 8). 

SIMSIM I/Space Station 

Concordantt groups 

Successs in overview maintenance 
Failuree to maintain overview 

Total l 

SIMI I 

Incident-relatedd Overall error 
errorss score 

.566 (.23) .56 (.23) 

.488 (.19) .69 (.28) 

.533 (.22) .61 (.25) 
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5.. Consistency of the ability to maintain overview 

Participantss who managed to maintain overview in both tests did not make fewer 

incident-relatedd errors in SIM I than the participants who failed to maintain overview in both 

testss (F(i. 211 < 1). They also had no lower overall error score in SIM I (F(i,2i) = 1-281, p > .10; 

Tablee 16b). 

5.1.4.. Discussion 

Thiss experiment provided evidence that individuals have a consistent tendency to experience 

attentionn narrowing in different situations as long as tasks share a similar paradigm and 

requiree similar sub-abilities. In this experiment, operators had to maintain overview by 

frequentlyy monitoring a continuously available primary information source while managing 

distractingg and engaging incidents or problems. This task paradigm required operators to 

activelyy alternate their attention between the relevant information sources. Operators had not 

onlyy to alternate their attention frequently enough between the information sources, but they 

alsoo had to adjust their attention direction strategy to the dynamics of information changes in 

theirr environment. To succeed, operators had to resist the distraction of incidents and 

problemss they had to manage, and maintain overview by attending the right information 

sourcee at the right time. 

AA study of Boer and Van Schie (2000) showed a similar relationship as in the present 

experimentt between overview maintenance in a computerised and a realistic environment. 

Theyy compared operator performance in the same computerised test as was used in the present 

experimentt with selective attention in a flight simulator. In the flight simulator, operators had 

too notice particular information among a continuous stream of noise while they navigated the 

(simulated)) plane as correctly as possible. Too much preoccupation with navigation 

performance,, which was new for all operators, resulted in an increased risk to miss relevant 

informationn from the stream of noise. As in the present experiment, task paradigms were more 

orr less comparable: both testing situations consisted of a continuous primary information 

sourcee and distracting information or activities. 

Thee fact that, in the present experiment, no relationship was found between more overall 

performancee scores on both tests may be caused by the difference in construction of these 

scores.. In the realistic test, the overall performance score was a simple addition of all errors 

madee during the test. The overall performance score in the computerised test had a more 

complexx construction of performance on the primary and distracting secondary task. 

Furthermore,, there also may have been a difference in the nature and the way of managing the 

distractingg events in both testing situations. Evidence for this supposition comes from the 

findingfinding that operators who performed both tasks well in the computerised test, only performed 

betterr on the primary task of the realistic test compared to operators who performed poorly in 

thee computerised test. The well performing group, however, showed a tendency to make more 

errorss related to incident managing than the poorly performing group. 

Comparingg the operators who succeeded in maintaining overview in both testing 

situationss with the operators who failed to maintain overview in both tests, the former group 

off  operators showed to perform well at all tasks of the computerised test: they attended the 

primaryy information source in time and solved more problems in the computerised test 

comparedd to their less successful colleagues. Since there was no difference between these two 

groupss in more detailed inspection behaviour in the computerised test, a possible explanation 
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mayy be that successful operators had a better feeling for the dynamics of the tasks. Poorly 
performingg operators did not inspect the distracting secondary information window for a 
longerr time or alternated less frequently between task windows than operators who showed a 
consistentt ability to maintain overview. An explanation for consistent failure to maintain 
overvieww may be that these poor operators behaved in a more random way, which resulted in 
disorientationn in relation to the dynamics of the information changes. Operators who showed a 
consistentt tendency to maintain overview, only performed better at attending the primary 
navigationn task in time in the realistic test than the operators who showed a consistent failure 
too maintain overview. In the realistic test, no other performance differences were observed 
betweenn these groups. 

Fromm these findings, we may conclude that individuals have a consistent ability to 
maintainn overview in task situations that at least share a similar paradigm. This experiment 
alsoo provide some evidence that complex behaviour, such as overview maintenance, may only 
bee predicable with tests that are very similar in nature to the behaviour that it should predict. 
Thee following experiment examines the consistency of overview maintenance ability in 
situationss that do not explicitly share a similar task paradigm. 

5.2.. EXPERIMENT VII : OVERVIEW CONSISTENCY IN DIFFERENT TASK PARADIGMS 

Thee previous experiment showed a consistent tendency of operators to maintain overview in 
differentt performance contexts when at least task paradigm and performance measures were 
similar.. A simple computerised test was in this way able to predict overview performance in a 
realisticc ship's bridge environment. However, this prediction might be very limited when it only 
appliess to very similar task paradigms. In complex man-machine environments, such as a ship's 
bridge,, overview maintenance may require different sets of subtasks depending on the situation. 
Iff  general ability to maintain overview would exist, a simple and clear-cut computerised 
overview-testt would also be valid for more general overview maintenance in real-life. 

Subsequentt to the previous experiment, the present experiment examined whether ability 
too maintain overview is consistent over situations that do not share specific characteristics. In 
thiss experiment, not only the context of two overview-maintenance tests differed, but also 
theirr task paradigm. 

5.2.1.. The experiment 

Ass in the previous experiment, the present experiment consisted of two tests: the 
computerisedd test Space Station, and another specially developed test (SIM II) on a high-
fidelityy bridge simulator. In the present experiment, not only performance context differed 
betweenn both tests, but also the task paradigm. In Space Station, operators had to monitor a 
primaryy information source, which was sometimes accompanied by an engaging secondary 
informationn source. The secondary information source was not simultaneously visible with the 
primaryy information source and had the potential to preoccupy the operator and to cause 
overvieww loss. In SIM II, operators had no clearly defined tasks but navigated an indicated 
routee while they monitored relevant information. Since the route consisted of three defined 
tracks,, operators had to change their heading at some times, which changed their view of and 
familiarityy with the situation and available information. 
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5.. Consistency of the ability to maintain overview 

Iff  ability to maintain overview would be consistent in a broad sense, some operators 
wouldd have a wider range of attention and would be better be able to maintain overview than 
otherss in both test situations. 

Thee experiment also examined performance-related differences between operators who 
performedd well and operators who performed poorly in the tests. 

5.2.2.. Method 

5.2.2.1.5.2.2.1. Participants 

Thirtyy experienced watch officers of the Royal Netherlands Navy participated in this second 

experimentt (25 males, 5 females). None of them had participated in the previous experiment. 

Thee participants were between 23 and 34 years of age. Al l participants participated in 

experimentss I and IV. Eighteen participants were watch officer on board frigates, 2 were 

navigationn officer, and the other 10 were trainee for air defence officer or operations officer. 

5.2.2.2.5.2.2.2. Design 

Participantss performed two tests, each one on a different day: the computerised test Space 
Station,, and the bridge-simulator test SIM II . Eighteen participants first participated in Space 
Station,, 12 first participated in SIM II . 

5.2.2.3.5.2.2.3. Tests: Space Station and SIM II 

Thiss experiment used the computerised test Space Station (Experiment I, Chapter 3) and the 
bridgee simulator test SIM II (Experiment IV, Chapter 4). 

5.2.2.4.5.2.2.4. Apparatus 

Spacee Station was administrated as in the previous experiment. 

SIMM II was performed on the primary high-fidelity bridge simulator of the Royal 

Netherlandss Naval College. Al l navigation equipment was available, except for radar. 

5.2.2.5.5.2.2.5. Procedure 

Thee Space Station procedure was identical to the previous experiment. 

Beforee the start of SIM II , participants read the test instructions, and oriented themselves 
byy using a chart of the sailing area. 

5.2.2.6.5.2.2.6. Dependent measures 

Ass in the previous experiment, the number of fuel tank explosions was a measure for overview 

losss in Space Station. Combined with the number of problems solved, the number fuel tank 

explosionss formed an overall overview performance measure. Participants who had no 

explosion,, got an overall performance score equal to the number of problems solved (0, 1 or 

2).. Participants who caused fuel tank explosions got a negative overall performance score 

whichh was equal to the number of fuel tank explosions (-1 or -2). For a more detailed analysis, 

informationn was also available of the frequency of task window alternation, uninterrupted 
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inspectionn duration of the secondary problem-solving window, and the percentage of time one 
off  the task windows was selected in the Space Station test. 

Inn SIM II, attention range scores were used, which were based on scored questionnaire 
answerss that were weighted with the percentage of more or less correctly answered questions 
(seee Experiment IV, Chapter 4, and Appendix Vb). This scoring method favoured operators 
whoo had broad knowledge of information sources over operators who had very accurate and 
detailedd knowledge of only a few information sources. 

5.2.3.. Results 

5.2.3.1.5.2.3.1. Performance in a computerised environment: Space Station 

Tenn participants (33%) caused an explosion in Space Station due to failure to perform the 
primaryy task in time. One of the participants who caused an explosion even failed to check the 
primaryy task twice. Two participants caused an explosion in the beginning of the test because 
theyy had not understood how to perform the primary task. Since their performance was normal 
afterr explanation, these first explosions were excluded from analysis. 

Sixx participants (20%) did not manage to solve any machine problem. Twelve 
participantss (40%) solved one of the problems during the test, and the other 12 solved both 
problems. . 

Tenn participants (33%) solved both problems without causing a fuel tank explosion, 
whichh was equal to an overall Space Station performance score of 2. Six others (20%) solved 
onlyy one of the problems without causing an explosion (score = 1). Four (13%) participants 
whoo attended the fuel tanks in time but did not succeed in solving any problem got a score of 
0.. Of the participants who failed to attend the primary information window in time, nine 
participantss (30%) caused one explosion (score = -1), and one participant (3%) caused two 
explosionss (score = -2). 

5.2.3.2.5.2.3.2. Performance in a realistic ship's bridge environment: SIMII 

Participantss had a mean attention-range score of .34 (SD = .13) during familiar orientations 
(FO),, and a mean score of .25 (SD = .09) during new orientations (NO). The mean difference 
betweenn their attention range during familiar and new orientations was .10 (SD = .09), and the 
meann overall attention-range score was .29 (SD = .10). 

Participantss who had a higher attention-range score during familiar orientations, often 
alsoo had a higher attention-range score during new orientations (r<30) = .706, p < .001). 

5.2.3.3.5.2.3.3. Individual consistency in overview maintenance 

Thee attention-range scores during familiar (FO) and new orientations (NO), the difference 
betweenn these scores, and the overall attention range scores were correlated with the number 
off  fuel tank explosions, the overall performance score, the number of task window 
alternations,, the duration of problem-solving inspection, and the percentage of time one of the 
taskk windows was selected in the Space Station test. 

Noo relationship was found between the attention-range scores in SIM II, and the 
explosionn rates and overall performance score in Space Station (Table 17). However, 
participantss who had higher attention range scores and a smaller difference between attention-
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5.. Consistency of the ability to maintain overview 

rangee scores during familiar and new orientations in SIM II alternated more frequently 
betweenn task windows in the Space Station test (Table 17). Participants who inspected the 
problem-solvingg window in Space Station for a shorter time, generally had higher attention-
rangee scores during familiar orientations and a smaller difference between attention-range 
scoress during familiar and new orientations in SIM II than participants who inspected the 
problem-solvingg window in Space Station for a longer period of time. There was no 
relationshipp between continuous problem-solving window inspection in Space Station and the 
otherr attention-range scores (Table 17). Participants who attended the problem-solving 
windoww in Space Station for a shorter percentage of time showed a tendency to have higher 
attention-rangee scores during familiar orientations and overall attention-range scores than 
participantss who attended the problem-solving window in Space Station for a longer 
percentagepercentage of time. There was no relationship with the other attention-range scores (Table 17). 

TableTable 17: Correlations (n = 30) between attention-range scores in SIM II (FO = familiar 
orientation;orientation; NO = new orientation), and different performance measures of Space Station. 
One-tailedOne-tailed significance indications are between brackets. 

SpaceSpace Station/SIM II 

Spacee Station 

Numberr of explosions 

Overalll  performance 
score e 

Alternationn frequency 

Durationn of continuous 
problemm solving 

Timee % of problem 
solvingg selection 

SIM1 1 

FOO attention- NO attention-
rangee scores range scores 

-.0822 .004 
(p>.10)) (p>.10) 

.2522 .126 
(p>.10)) (p>.10) 

.582.582 .415 
(p(p < .001) (p < .05) 

-.410-.410 -.064 
(p<.05)(p<.05) (p>.10) 

-.2855 -.221 
(p<.075)) (p>.10) 

I I 

FO-NOO Overall 
differencee attention-

rangee score 

.1199 -.050 
(p>.10)) (p>.10) 

-.2355 .217 
(p>.10)) (p>.10) 

-.422-.422 .555 
(p<.05)(p<.05) (p<.01) 

.517.517 -.291 
(p<.01)(p<.01) (p>.10) 

.1900 -.280 
(p>.10)) (p<.075) 

5.2.3.4.5.2.3.4. Individual differences in relation to overview maintenance ability 

Too compare realistic test performance of participants who performed well with participants 
whoo performed poorly in Space Station, two groups were constructed: well performers (n = 
10;; overall score = 2) caused no explosion in Space Station and solved all problems. Poor 
performerss caused at least one explosion (n = 10; overall score < 0). Differences in the 
attention-rangee in SIM II between the well and poor performers in Space Station were 
analyzedd by t-tests. 

Participantss who performed well in Space Station had no higher attention-range scores 
duringg familiar orientations (F(i, 19) = 1.483, p > .10) and new orientations (F(i, i9) < 1) than 
poorlyy performing participants (Table 18). Well performing participants in Space Station also 
hadd no higher overall attention-range score (F<i, |9) = 1.277, p > .10), and also showed no 
smallerr difference in attention-range score between familiar and new orientations (F<i, 19) = 
1.096,, p >. 10). 
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TableTable 18: Comparison of attention-range scores between participants who performed well in 
SpaceSpace Station (all problems solved, n = 10) and participants who performed poorly in Space 
StationStation (at least one explosion, n = 10). 

SIMSIM I/Space Station 

Spacee Station 
performance e 

Poorr performers 
Welll performers 

Total l 

SIMM II performance 

FOO attention- NO attention- FO-NO Overall attention-
rangee scores range scores difference range score 

.33.33 (.05) .25 (.06) .08 (.07) .29 (.04) 

.40.40 (.17) .28 (.10) .11 (.09) .34 (.13) 

.366 (.13) .27 (.08) .10 (.08) .31 (.10) 

5.2.4.. Discussion 

Inn contrast to what was found in the previous experiment, no relationship could be established 
betweenn the individual tendency to experience overview loss due to attention narrowing in a 
clear-cutt lab test, and the general attention range underlying overview maintenance in a 
realisticc ship's bridge setting with less clear-defined information sources to monitor. This 
findingg does not support overview maintenance as a specific, situation-independent ability, 
andd thus as an ability on which operators may be selected easily. 

However,, a relationship was found between detailed attention direction strategies in a 
computerisedd test and attention-range scores in a realistic ship's bridge test. This finding may 
indicatee that operators had a consistent tendency to direct their attention and monitor 
informationn sources in a particular way. Some operators may have preferred to scan their 
environmentt in all kinds of situations, without focusing too much on details, while others may 
havee had the reverse tendency, and may have preferred to focus more on details before 
monitoringg other relevant information. 

Concerningg the measures used, a few points have to be discussed that could have made 
thee first mentioned finding somewhat ambiguous. First, the knowledge-verbalisation method 
inn the realistic test could have been a boundary for visuo-spatial knowledge elicitation. This 
pointt may however not have been a real problem on a relative level since the realistic test 
discriminatedd well between participants and situations (see also Experiment IV, Chapter 4). 
Furthermore,, there was a relationship between the attention-range scores and more closely 
relatedd performance measures in the computerised test, which shows that the knowledge 
elicitationn method may have been a good indication for the attention range of the operator. 

AA second point is that both tests used different dimensions to measure situation overview 
(i.e.. behavioural data in the computerised test, and questionnaire data in the realistic test). 
Thiss could have been a more serious problem than the first mentioned issue, but it was hard to 
overcomee without altering the natural watch keeping tasks too much. The behavioural data in 
thee computerised test was objective, but did not provide very detailed information: overview 
losss was primarily observed when operators failed to check the primary information window 
inn time. The knowledge-elicitation method in the realistic test provided more fine-grained data 
off  the attention range, but this data was probably more prone to measurement artefacts. 
Questionss may, for instance, have had a biasing effect in subsequent information collection, or 
mayy have 'overwritten' information in working memory. 
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5.. Consistency of the ability to maintain overview 

Thee relationship between the attention-range scores based on questionnaire data and the 
attentionn direction information of the computerised test however showed that not the 
measurementmeasurement method was very important for finding a consistent relationship in performance 
butt rather the similarity between the specific behaviour that was measured. This conclusion 
impliess that overview maintenance is a complex combination of a number of different sub-
tasks,, which are determined by the environmental requirements. This conclusion is in 
agreementt with findings of other researchers who examined individual consistency of other 
complexx or 'higher-order' cognitive abilities {e.g. Jennings & Chiles, 1977; Wickens, 
Mountfordd & Schreiner, 1981). Jennings and Chiles, for instance, examined the existence of a 
generall  time-sharing ability, but found that only very similar (monitoring) tasks showed a 
relationship.. Wickens et al. also examined individual consistency in time-sharing ability, and 
foundd that individual performance consistency was based on the similarity of task-
characteristicss underlying the time-sharing task. Hawkins, Rodriguez and Reicher (1979, in 
Wickenss et al., 1981) found a consistent ability of complex task performance when tasks were 
similarr on dimensions such as 'difficulty' and 'modality', but not when tasks differed on these 
dimensions. . 

Sincee no consistent relationship was found between ability to inspect information sources 
inn time and a more general attention range, it was not surprising to find that operators who 
performedd well on all tasks in the computerised test showed no differences in attention-range 
scoress in the realistic test compared to poorly performing operators in the computerised test. 

5.3.. CONCLUSIONS ABOUT THE ABILIT Y TO MAINTAI N OVERVIEW 

Thee two experiments in this chapter provided evidence that individuals have a consistent 
tendencyy to experience attention narrowing, which may offer prospects for selection. 
However,, the experiments in this chapter also showed that consistency and predictability of 
overvieww maintenance ability depends very much on similarity between underlying subtasks 
andd performance measures. 

Thee main conclusion from these experiments is that maintenance of overview is not a 
specificc ability, but is rather a combination of abilities to perform particular (sub-)tasks, This 
conclusionn is supported by a number of other studies into individual consistency of complex 
performancee (e.g. Jennings & Chiles, 1977; Hawkins, Rodriguez and Reicher, 1979; Wickens, 
Mountfordd & Schreiner, 1981). Although the tests in the present experiments were not 
matchedd on characteristics as 'task difficulty' or 'stimulus modality', similar task paradigms 
appearedd to be important for a consistent ability to maintain overview. Since overview 
maintenancee ability apparently depends on performance abilities of underlying sub-tasks, 
selectionn prospects may particularly lie in specific individual capacities required for a 
particularr job or particular situations (see also Gopher & Kahneman, 1971; Kahneman, Ben-
Ishaii  & Lotan, 1973). More research is needed to reveal the possibilities and limits of 
selectingg future operators on particular complex performance abilities such as overview 
maintenance. . 
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